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EFFECTS OF COGNITIVE LOAD ON  

SPEECH PRODUCTION AND PERCEPTION 

This thesis studies the effects of cogni ve load on the produc on and percep on of speech, and especially the prosodic characteris cs of French speech 
produced under high levels of cogni ve load. Cogni ve load reflects the mental demand placed by a task on the person performing it, and is derived from the 
limited capacity of cogni ve systems, such as working memory and a en on. 

Four experimental studies were conducted: (1) an analysis of voice quality features using EGG, while speakers performed simple tasks under dual‐task and me 
pressure; (2) an automa c prosodic analysis of speech produced by speakers recalling memorised informa on of increasing complexity, and answering 
comprehension ques ons; (3) a study on the prosodic characteris cs of simultaneous interpre ng, which is a cogni vely‐demanding task involving both 
produc on and percep on; and (4) a study of speech produced by pairs of par cipants engaged in a series of tasks (memorisa on and summarising, dialogue to 
exchange informa on, debate, repea ng syntac cally unpredictable sentences and a simple game) while performing the Con nuous Tracking and Reac on task 
in a driving simulator. 

Results indicate that the effects of cogni ve load on prosody are mainly detected in the temporal organisa on of speech (e.g. an increase in the number and 
dura on of silent pauses, and in the variability of ar cula on rate) and the segmenta on of u erances. Cogni ve load incurs an increase in the number of 
occurrences of major prosodic boundaries inside minor syntac c units (chunks), while silent and filled pauses are placed incongruently with the syntac c 
structure. Results regarding pitch and voice quality features are also presented. 

Further contribu ons of this thesis include the development of so ware tools for the automa c annota on of French spoken corpora (DisMo: morphosyntac c 
tagging, detec on and annota on of disfluencies; Promise: syllabic prosodic prominence and prosodic boundary detec on; a tool for extrac ng temporal 
measures from annotated dialogues), the development of a new tool for working with spoken corpora (Praaline), and the development of 3 corpora of French 
speech produced under cogni ve load (approximately 50h in total). 
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